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Introduction to the Beta cycle of 
We would like to thank you for expressing interest in our beta program and we also would like to thank those of you who have already participated in other alpha and beta tests for your feedback and criticisms. The following document was written by our Beta manager, Bruce Olson, and it will explain how to assist us with testing new software from AFMG. 
Best regards, 
Wolfgang Ahnert, Stefan Feistel
Ahnert Feistel Media Group
- How does the beta program work?
Prior to releasing a new version of , AFMG creates "beta" versions of the new software. For our purposes, "beta" refers simply to software that is not yet ready to be shipped: it might be missing some features, or may simply be untested. It is important to note that such software could conceivably create corrupted files. For this reason (and others) if you are using beta software you should NEVER create ANY files that you're not completely comfortable throwing away at any time. 
Beta testers are notified that new software is ready to be tested by means of an e-mail message (sent via an electronic "mailing list"). In addition to informing the testers of what is new in this version (or "build") of the software, the message may also specify certain areas which are in the greatest need of testing. Beta testers then follow the posted link to download the software. Once the software is downloaded, beta testers may work on disposable projects, putting the software though the same paces they would were they doing regular work, or they may simply concentrate on one particular area of the program that is suspected to be problematic or untested. 
When testers run into problems with beta software, they are asked to post a description of the problem, along with detailed steps describing how to reproduce the problem (whenever possible), to the beta mailing list. The list then sends this mail to all other beta testers, who might try to confirm the "bug", and who will know not to report the same problem. The list is also sent to a variety of AFMG staff members who may document the problem or simply work to resolve it in future builds. 
- Where do I get the beta software and/or sign up for the beta mailing list? 
If you send us the completed NDA that is included with this document, we'll enable your login at the AFMG Beta Portal for the  beta downloads and add you to the beta mailing list.
 
Please provide us with the following information on the NDA form below:
1) Your Company Name
2) A list of the beta participants and their email addresses
3) Full mailing address and telephone number
4) Information on the Computer(s) that will be used to test the software
5) A list of hardware and software you currently use for acoustic and electro-acoustic  and the number of years of experience, the types of projects that you typically work on (don’t send the whole resume – just remind us of what it is you do), and an estimate of the number of hours you use the software each week
6) Sign the form by typing your name to confirm your participation in the Beta program
- What information about the beta software do you want from me?
We would like to know when you run into problems with the beta software that you didn't run into with previous versions of the software. Sometimes these problems occur when using new features and other times they occur when doing things you've always done. We'd like to hear when you think we've overlooked some aspect of a new feature. (For example, if we added an Open File function, but didn't allow you to view the file, this would be a shortcoming we'd like you to point out to us.) We'd like to know when you crash or when you can't re-open files, or when things unexpectedly change, or are lost. In some cases, we might want to hear that you tried extensively to break a certain feature, but had no luck doing so.
- What don't you want to hear about, and/or what sort of things am I asked not to do?
Neither the beta mailing list nor my e-mail box are the designated place to discuss problems you're having with currently shipping software. These issues should be brought to the attention of our Technical Support Team (Support@afmg.eu).   
 
We ask that you not point out problems that have already been mentioned on the beta mailing list, or post unsolicited "me too" replies. Any messages that don't directly move the testing process forward are discouraged.
 
Bruce C. Olson, Manager
 Beta Program 
Ahnert Feistel Media Group
BCOlson@afmg.eu
I look forward to working with you!
Beta Participation 
AFMG Beta software: 
To participate in the Beta cycle of  please provide the following information: 
Signature 
After filling out this form, please send the document back to us by email (Beta-NDA@afmg.eu) or fax.
Thank you very much, 
Stefan Feistel 
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